LEGAL ANALYSIS
This white paper addresses the Wireless Telecommunications Bureau’s recent letter
concerning Data Free TV, which allows AT&T Mobility customers to stream DIRECTV over
AT&T’s cellular network without implicating their monthly data allowances. 1 In the two months
since Data Free TV was launched, nearly three million AT&T mobile customers have availed
themselves of this feature, and their usage of the DIRECTV App has skyrocketed. The
popularity of this service is no surprise. Consumers want more control over where, when, and
how they watch video. To that end, Data Free TV lets consumers stream content on their mobile
devices without worrying about using up their data allowances. By making mobile streaming
more consumer-friendly, Data Free TV will help disrupt entrenched video delivery models and
challenge cable TV incumbents, which account for the majority of pay TV subscriptions and
more than 85% of the Internet connections that the Commission considers “broadband.” 2
Despite these unambiguous consumer benefits, the Bureau Letter expresses “serious
concerns” that Data Free TV “may obstruct competition” in the video marketplace. 3 That logic
is exactly backwards. Cable companies, not AT&T or DIRECTV, dominate the video
marketplace, and this phenomenally popular service increases competition by helping to
challenge cable dominance. Nor can this service be attacked on “net neutrality” grounds
because, as discussed below, it is nondiscriminatory in every respect.
In addition, the Bureau lacks any unilateral authority to attack this program. Delegated
authority does not extend to any matter “present[ing] new or novel questions of law or policy
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which cannot be resolved under outstanding Commission precedents and guidelines.” 4 Here, any
Bureau order targeting Data Free TV would chart a radical new legal and policy path. Indeed, it
would contradict decades of authority entitling telecommunications carriers to provide inputs to
their affiliated entities so long as they offer to sell the same inputs to unaffiliated entities on
nondiscriminatory terms—as AT&T does here.
BACKGROUND
In early January 2014, AT&T Mobility launched its sponsored data program, open to
customers “across a variety of industries such as healthcare, retail, media and entertainment and
financial services . . . .” 5 Like other carriers’ sponsored-data programs, this program closely
resembles free shipping for online commerce or 800-number toll-free dialing. Just as Holiday
Inn covers toll charges when customers dial 1-800-HOLIDAY, participants in AT&T Sponsored
Data cover data charges for the customers who consume their content on AT&T’s mobile
network.
Since September 2016, DIRECTV has participated in this program so that customers of
DIRECTV and AT&T Mobility can stream DIRECTV content over AT&T’s mobile broadband
network without having that content count against their data allowances. 6 During those two
months, nearly three million DIRECTV customers have used the service to supplement their
satellite-delivered TV service by streaming DIRECTV linear content on AT&T’s network
without charge—anytime, anywhere, over any mobile device. AT&T is now poised to offer
another attractive streaming service, this time to those who do not want to subscribe to a
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satellite-delivered TV service. DIRECTV NOW, which will be launched this quarter, will
enable customers to stream DIRECTV channels on any device, from a smartphone to a 55-inch
TV, for as little as $35 a month—and with no data charges for AT&T mobile customers, no
annual contract or credit check, no installation charges, and no need for a set top box.
AT&T Mobility offers the same sponsored data service at the same unit cost to all
unaffiliated content providers, regardless of their size or the amount of data they choose to
sponsor. Thus, if a university wants to sponsor an online course, or a short documentary
filmmaker wants to encourage viewing of his new film, or ESPN seeks to sponsor viewing of a
sporting event, they can all pay the same sponsored rate that DIRECTV pays AT&T Mobility.
That sponsored-data rate, moreover, is an extremely attractive wholesale rate. It is currently as
low as the market-based rates AT&T Mobility offers to major wireless resellers who commit to
significant purchase volumes. As such, it is generally well below the effective rates that retail
customers pay per unit of actual consumption. These lower effective rates generate additional
data usage, and the resulting combination of increased output at lower per-unit prices is the very
criterion of increased consumer welfare. 7
Although the Bureau letter suggests otherwise, AT&T Mobility incurs major costs in
providing Data Free TV. Not only does it forgo the higher rates its retail customers would
otherwise pay for their data usage, but it also incurs substantial new network costs by
encouraging them to stream far more video than they otherwise would. AT&T Mobility will
need to respond to those new usage demands by accelerating capital-intensive investments to
expand its network capacity.
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Given the growing popularity of video and music streaming, it is no surprise that AT&T
is not the only provider of sponsored data. For example, in January 2016, Verizon introduced
FreeBee Data, a program that, among other things, allows any content provider to pay for zerorating of particular content, such as promotional videos. 8 Shortly thereafter, in March 2016,
Verizon began using FreeBee Data to zero-rate Verizon’s previously launched Go90 streaming
service, which offers Verizon’s original video content, including dozens of original shows and
sports events such as NBA games. 9 Cable incumbents themselves now offer zero-rated video
services of their own. For example, last year Comcast launched Stream TV, an IP-based
streaming video service that does not count against Comcast’s usage allowances for home
broadband connections. 10 In the words of one media analyst, such programs are “a win for
everyone”: (1) “customers naturally benefit from the promotion, since they’re getting free data”;
(2) the sponsored content providers “have seen an increase in usage”; and (3) other, nonsponsored content providers benefit because “the data [consumers] save from video streaming is
allowing them to use their data more freely in other apps . . . .” 11
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DISCUSSION
The Bureau Letter suggests that Data Free TV is anticompetitive and thus violates the
“Internet conduct standard” set forth in the Open Internet Order. First, it suggests that AT&T’s
sponsored data arrangement with DIRECTV is inherently discriminatory because the two
companies are affiliates. Specifically, the Letter claims that AT&T’s sponsored data program
has a “notably different financial impact on unaffiliated providers” because, “while there is no
cash ‘cost’ on a consolidated basis for AT&T to zero-rate its own affiliate’s mobile service
(since DIRECTV’s cost of Sponsored Data is equal to AT&T Mobility’s Sponsored Data
‘revenue’), an unaffiliated provider’s Sponsored Data payment to AT&T Mobility is a true cash
cost.” 12 Second, the letter alleges a predatory price squeeze on the theory that, “at foreseeable
usage levels of zero-rated mobile video services, … it is not difficult to calculate usage scenarios
in which an unaffiliated provider’s Sponsored Data charges alone could render infeasible any
third-party competitor’s attempt to compete with the $35 per month retail price that AT&T has
announced for DIRECTV Now.” 13
Both claims are untenable. The discrimination claim is economically incoherent and
contradicts decades of communications law precedent. The price squeeze claim is unexplained
and completely unsubstantiated. Neither claim would survive judicial review even if adopted by
the Commission, and both lie far outside the delegated authority of any Bureau.
I.

DATA FREE TV IS NONDISCRIMINATORY AND COMPORTS WITH DECADES OF FCC
PRECEDENT.
The Bureau Letter suggests that Data Free TV is somehow “anticompetitive” because

DIRECTV makes its Sponsored Data payments to a corporate affiliate (AT&T Mobility),
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whereas “an unaffiliated provider’s Sponsored Data payment to AT&T Mobility is a true cash
cost.” 14 Under that reasoning, the Data Free TV program would have been pro-consumer the
day before AT&T closed its merger with DIRECTV, but became “anticompetitive” the moment
the merger closed and AT&T began incurring “no cash cost on a consolidated basis.” 15 That
position contradicts settled law, ignores the widely recognized economic benefits of vertical
integration, and would lead to absurd and indefensible results.
For decades, both Congress and the Commission have entitled telecommunications
carriers to provide services in adjacent markets so long as they offer any telecommunications
input on nondiscriminatory terms to their competitors in those markets. For example, both
Congress and the Commission have long entitled incumbent local telcos to offer long distance
services—either themselves or through separate affiliates—so long as they provide “exchange
access” services to long distance competitors on nondiscriminatory terms. As codified in Section
272(e)(3) of the Communications Act, those rules require a local telco to “charge [its long
distance] affiliate …, or impute to itself (if using the access for its provision of its own services),
an amount for … exchange access that is no less than the amount charged to any unaffiliated
interexchange carriers for such service.” 16 In other words, Congress not only permitted but
required the very arrangement that the Bureau Letter here describes as “anticompetitive,” in
which unaffiliated rivals incur a “cash cost” (the price of access) that the telecommunications
carrier and its own downstream affiliate do not incur “on a consolidated basis” (Bureau Letter at
2).
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Indeed, for decades, the Commission has applied analogous rules in the precise context
presented here, where telecommunications carriers provide inputs to their edge-services
affiliates. Since the Computer II regime of the early 1980s, the Commission has allowed a
telecommunications carrier to (1) vertically integrate with edge providers (then called “enhanced
services” providers); (2) provide telecommunications inputs to those edge providers; and (3)
charge any unaffiliated edge provider the same nondiscriminatory rates that it charges its
affiliates for use of the same telecommunications inputs. 17 These rules allowed any carrier, even
a monopolist, to impose this “cash cost” on unaffiliated edge providers because it incurs real
costs in providing telecommunications inputs, even though the carrier and its edge affiliate
themselves incur, in the Bureau Letter’s words, “no cash cost on a consolidated basis.” 18
Nothing in the Open Internet Order draws this regime into question. To the contrary, the
Open Internet Order explicitly endorses that very regime. 19 It is thus bewildering that the
Bureau Letter would suggest that it is inherently problematic for AT&T Mobility to charge third
parties for the telecommunications inputs it provides to its affiliate—particularly given that telco
monopolists have been free to do that very thing for more than three decades, whereas AT&T
Mobility is neither a monopolist nor even the leading U.S. mobile provider.
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The Bureau’s novel “discrimination” theory not only ignores this settled law, but also
violates basic economic principles. It makes no economic sense to distinguish, as the Bureau
Letter does, between costs that AT&T recovers in the form of “cash” transfers from unaffiliated
third parties and those it recovers from the operations of its affiliates. Again, no matter who is
using its mobile network for video streaming, AT&T incurs the very real costs of carrying
increased cellular traffic, and it must recover those costs from somewhere. Consumers would be
worse off if AT&T had to recover all those costs from its mobile consumers in the form of retail
rates, which are almost always higher per unit of actual consumption than the wholesale rates
paid by sponsored data participants.
Moreover, AT&T’s Data Free TV arrangement with DIRECTV is economically
equivalent to bundled-discount arrangements that are not even remotely controversial. 20 For
example, no one would perceive any “net neutrality” problem if an edge provider (such as
DIRECTV) that is affiliated with an ISP (such as AT&T) reimbursed its customers for the extra
increments of data they buy from the ISP to stream the provider’s content. It should make no
policy difference if, instead, the edge provider pays the ISP directly for the same increments of
data, particularly if (as here) it pays a lower wholesale rate than retail consumers would pay per
unit of actual consumption and passes along much of the savings to those consumers. From a
consumer’s perspective, either arrangement is simply a bundled discount.
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Indeed, the Commission cited precisely such discount arrangements as a pro-competitive
benefit of the AT&T/DirecTV merger. It there found that, “[a]s standalone companies, neither
has the full set of assets necessary to compete against the dominant providers of video service,”
but that “the newly combined entity will be a more effective multichannel video programming
distributor (‘MVPD’) competitor, offering consumers greater choice at lower prices.” 21 In
particular, “the combined AT&T-DIRECTV will increase competition for bundles of video and
broadband, which, in turn, will stimulate lower prices, not only for the Applicants’ bundles, but
also for competitors’ bundled products—benefiting consumers and serving the public interest.” 22
The Commission could not have given a more prescient description of Data Free TV.
Finally, the Bureau Letter’s implicit condemnation of vertical integration is so sweeping
that it would doom many common business practices in the telecommunications sector. For
example, local telephone companies provide access services to affiliates and non-affiliates alike,
and a number of facilities-based mobile carriers have corporate affiliates that operate as wireless
resellers and use the facilities-based carriers’ wholesale services as inputs into their own
discounted wireless plans. No one suggests that such arrangements are somehow
“anticompetitive” because a facilities-based carrier’s unaffiliated wholesale customers (e.g.,
TracFone) incur a “cash cost,” whereas affiliated wholesale customers make their payments
within the same corporate family. But that is the untenable conclusion of the Bureau Letter’s
economic logic.
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II.

THE BUREAU’S PRICE SQUEEZE CONCERN IS BASELESS.
Almost in passing, the Bureau Letter asserts that AT&T may be engaged in a predatory

price squeeze because (according to the Letter) “it is not difficult to calculate usage scenarios in
which an unaffiliated provider’s Sponsored Data charges alone could render infeasible any thirdparty competitor’s attempt to compete with the [introductory] $35 per month retail price that
AT&T has announced for DIRECTV Now.” 23 That assertion is untenable.
As a threshold matter, we do not know, because the Letter does not say, what “usage
scenarios” the Bureau has considered. Under settled law, the Commission may not simply tell a
company under investigation that it has made backroom “calculat[ions]” showing
anticompetitive effects and expect the company to respond to that accusation without seeing the
supposedly incriminating “calculations.” 24 Instead, the Communication must show its work.
This very investigation illustrates why such transparency is essential. Among other material
omissions, the Bureau’s analysis appears not to have considered (1) variation in channel
packages and pricing for DIRECTV NOW bundles; (2) the substantial percentage of time the
typical user streams video via Wi-Fi rather than cellular networks; or (3) the ability of any
unaffiliated content provider to choose how much of its customers’ data usage it wishes to
sponsor (it need not sponsor all such usage if it sponsors any).
In any event, there is nothing remotely anticompetitive about either AT&T’s sponsored
data charges or DIRECTV’s retail rates and thus no basis for alleging a price squeeze. As noted,
the sponsored data rate is as low as the competitive wholesale rates that major wireless resellers
pay AT&T for network capacity today when they commit to large purchase volumes, even
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though the sponsored data rate itself is not based on any volume commitments. The Bureau
Letter identifies no reason to doubt the reasonableness of that rate, and there is none. Instead, the
Letter suggests greater concern about the attractive retail rates for DIRECTV NOW, insinuating
that those rates are so favorable to consumers that they must be predatory. Indeed, the letter’s
suggestion that some “third-party competitor[s]” might find it hard “to compete” with DIRECTV
NOW’s retail prices reads like a request that DIRECTV raise those rates, at its customers’
expense, to give less efficient competitors a retail price umbrella.
That position is indefensible. Low retail prices are almost always beneficial to
consumers. In the words of then-Judge Stephen Breyer, “a price cut that ends up with a price
exceeding total cost … is almost certainly moving price in the ‘right’ direction (towards the level
that would be set in a competitive marketplace). The antitrust laws very rarely reject such
beneficial ‘birds in hand’ for the sake of more speculative (future low-price) ‘birds in the
bush.’” 25
Competition law has thus always been careful to avoid condemning low prices unless the
firm charging them has monopoly power, the prices fall below an appropriate measure of the
firm’s costs, and there is a dangerous probability that those below-cost prices will drive all
competitors out of the market and then allow the monopolist to recoup its lost profits by charging
monopoly-level prices. 26 That test is appropriately hard to meet because, as the Supreme Court
explains, “predatory pricing . . . [is] rarely tried, and even more rarely successful.” 27 Here, the
Commission could not possibly satisfy any test for predatory pricing because neither AT&T nor
DIRECTV has monopoly power today, they have no chance of obtaining it in the future, and
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they therefore lack either the incentive or ability to engage in below-cost pricing. The Bureau
Letter does not contend otherwise.
In sum, because the Letter identifies no basis for challenging either AT&T’s sponsored
data rate or DIRECTV’s retail rates, it articulates no economically coherent basis for alleging an
anticompetitive price squeeze.
III.

THE BUREAU LACKS DELEGATED AUTHORITY TO CHALLENGE DATA FREE TV.
The Bureau Letter does not suggest that the Bureau intends to take any unilateral action

against Data Free TV under delegated authority. That is prudent because unilateral Bureau
action in this context would be lawless and subject to certain and prompt reversal, whether by the
Commission or a reviewing court.
The Bureau lacks delegated “authority to act [in matters] present[ing] new or novel
questions of law or policy which cannot be resolved under outstanding Commission precedents
and guidelines.” 28 Again, all “outstanding Commission precedents and guidelines” relevant
here, from the Computer Inquiries on, support only one conclusion: Data Free TV is lawful. As
a result, any exercise of delegated authority against Data Free TV would not only plow radical
new policy ground, but crash headlong into a solid wall of controlling legal authority. That is
obviously not a permissible role for staff to play.
Nor could the Bureau unilaterally attack Data Free TV on the theory that the Open
Internet Order superseded any prior Commission guidance on these issues. Again, the Open
Internet Order did not purport to overrule the core Computer Inquiries principle allowing
telecommunications carriers to “provide[] ‘enhanced services’ over their own transmission
facilities” so long as they “separate out and offer on a common carrier basis the transmission
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component underlying their enhanced services.” 29 To the contrary, it quoted and embraced that
very principle. 30
Moreover, even if the Open Internet Order had abolished that prior precedent, the Order
could not itself plausibly justify any exercise of delegated authority to attack Data Free TV. As
the Bureau Letter acknowledges, the Order pointedly declined to prohibit sponsored data
arrangements as a general matter, observing that they can “provide benefits to consumers.” 31
The Bureau Letter thus cites the multi-factor “Internet conduct standard” as a basis for invaliding
this sponsored data arrangement. Of course, AT&T and others have challenged that “standard”
as unlawfully vague, and that challenge remains pending. Yet no matter how that challenge is
resolved, the existing formulation of this supposed “standard,” with its “non-exhaustive list” of
seven factors, 32 cannot possibly provide the requisite clear support for any challenge to Data
Free TV, particularly given the pro-competitive benefits discussed above. Indeed, Chairman
Wheeler himself admits that he “do[esn’t] really know” what conduct is prohibited under that
standard. 33
Finally, despite a mountain of filings on the issue, the Commission has issued no
guidance on sponsored-data practices in the nearly two years since it released the Open Internet
Order, even though, in the meantime, those practices have become an integral part of the
competitive telecommunications landscape. The Bureau would act in flagrant disregard for the
limits on its delegated authority if it now got out in front of the Commission, isolated one
company’s sponsored-data practices for condemnation, and left intact the similar sponsored-data
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practices of that company’s chief competitors, including market leaders such as Verizon and
Comcast. The victims in that scenario would include not only AT&T’s existing Data Free TV
customers, but consumers overall, who benefit overwhelmingly from the disruptive competition
this program poses for Comcast and other dominant providers of broadband and pay-TV
services.
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